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Can full disclosure be fully rendered? The short answer is no. The longer, more engaging answer 
is that it is impossible to answer that question when the relationship with an author is 
embedded in one’s own experience. In fact, the measure of disclosure is indicated by the way 
the gaps in a narrative are filled in with literary devices that hint at the emotional truth of the 
people in question. In this case, Francesca Rendle-Short and I share a connection in the 
fundamentalist Protestant history of 1960s-1970s Brisbane that cannot be boiled down to a 
single perspective. All these years later we share an objective distance from our family 
ideologies. The fullness of the relationship remains, locked in history, real in time and the 
curious space of Queensland, with the necessary discounts in the narrative as it appears on the 
page. Acknowledging those discounts means accepting that it is impossible to ever speak to the 
truth of full disclosure. What remains is the render – the process of making known (the 
philosophy of knowledge) with its ragged edges, imprecision and arbitrariness. This indeed, is a 
very large part of the challenge of cultural studies.  

There is a personal dilemma for me in reviewing Bite Your Tongue. This is the challenge. My life 
appears alongside Francesca’s, as well as people known to me who are subjects in her book, her 
parents and siblings and characters in the fundamentalist and conservative political movement 
in Queensland. They are a part of who I am, incorporated into the fuzzy inaccuracies of history. 
“Memories bite us, scratch and dismay: memories big enough to poke and prod with messing 
fingers” (187). It is the dilemma of how to fully disclose oneself that I become united with the 
challenge Francesca Rendle-Short set out to conquer in Bite Your Tongue. Her story is partly my 
story, even while her navigation of disclosure differs from mine. Her story as a girl and as a 
woman is powerfully necessary in the way it describes structures of experience that I should 
not and cannot own as a man.   

The title of the book is reflected in some of the passages about Angel’s predilection for pressed 
tongue. It was a fine kitchen craft which provided cold cuts for lunches, salads and events at the 
family dining table. The tongue is of course the object with which the human utterance is made 
possible, while in the ox, and after slaughter, it is little more than offal, hardly used these days 
for cooking. And yet the title of the book and the passages about tongue in the Rendle-Short 
kitchen in St Lucia, Brisbane, speak to the connection between mother and daughter(s) in 
conflict over human utterance, over literature and culture. There is incommensurability in the 
connection that is typical of many families, especially large ones. The six Rendle-Short children 
made for a dynamic brood where they found meaning wherever they could as their parents 
went about their professions, with the heavy tones of Christian purpose resonating through 
Bible readings at the family dinner table, hymns in church, which the author cites: “Just as I am 
without one plea, O Lamb of God I come to Thee.” Unmaking the puzzle to remove oneself from 
such a culture, is as much about pressed tongue as a child’s incomprehension at adult 
obsessions. This particular struggle is the truth of Francesca Rendle-Short’s book – her 



separation from her parent’s fundamentalism and her explanation of her life and relationship 
with her activist mother, is what she speaks now. 

Rendle-Short’s full disclosure takes a literary turn through the use of parallel forms, without 
being formalist. It is occasionally opaque in the way it tells the story of growing up in Brisbane 
in the 1960s and ‘70s with a mother who led a crusade to ban 100 books set for high school and 
undergraduate English classes. “She was on a mission from God,” as Rendle-Short puts it (47).  
With an academic father who was head of the department of paediatrics at The University of 
Queensland and a dyed-in-the-wool creationist, and several siblings, Francesca was raised in 
what can now be described as a primordial household. Her mother, Angel Rendle-Short trained 
as a doctor at Queen’s Belfast in Northern Ireland, with hints of Anglo-Irish aristocracy and the 
like. Somewhat perversely, Professor Rendle-Short had prominence in the international medical 
field, even while he preached anti-science by promoting creationism. (My older brother Peter 
who with my older sister Andrea found this book as engrossing as me, recalled lunchtime Bible 
studies and prayer meetings in the Professor’s office at the Royal Brisbane Hospital in the 
1970s. I recall talks from the same man to the University of Queensland Evangelical Union, of 
which I was president as an undergraduate).  

To address the historically dissonant notes in her life as she reflects on the past forty years, the 
author adopts a parallelism of styles, using shifts in time, character and sensibility. In doing so, 
Rendle-Short uses devices that are necessary to face the question of who she is and has 
become, although there is not much about her life now as a writer, lesbian, mother, 
Melbournian, academic, liberal, secularist. The book consists of vignettes of experiences in 
Brisbane that make up the long process of recollection, of meaning-making, unmaking, then 
remaking the self; snapshots of memory, experience, the culture of intimate remembered 
details, a kind of confessional materiality. Looking back on the fundamentalist family and its 
history in Queensland, it is not possible to reveal a full understanding of it. The knowledge of it 
now, after the fact, can only be offered in an oblique way, through silence (after Samuel 
Beckett perhaps?) and through the characters who speak for her, indirectly and in shadowy 
memories in the grainy photographs scattered through the book. It is an obliqueness that 
reveals the ambiguity of the Rendle-Short experience. It is an obliqueness that can never fully 
disclose, but suggests the emotion of domestic life caught in structures of suppression 
cemented in mythological belief: dumb and dumbfounding. 

The literary devices Francesca Rendle-Short uses in Bite Your Tongue partially reveal the 
dilemma of full disclosure. They serve to summon memory, fill in knowledge gaps, paper over 
fear, account for uncertainties, and suggest reconciliations within the intimate details of family 
life and the self. Memory is always like this in writing. It cannot replicate reality, it can only 
suggest that the factory of the mind is a network of human connectivities. Rendle-Short’s 
mother Angel exists in most of the text as MotherJoy, a figure who can be managed in a way 
the daughter could not control the mother in real life. It is a trope of historiography, that the 
author makes themself present in a fantastic form in order to explain events of the past in the 
present context. It may not always work, and in Bite Your Tongue, it is stretched to breaking 
point, even while the point itself is made – direct storytelling would be impossible, as is any 
claim to the perfect recollection of history.  



To further accomplish the task of making connections that can speak to factual yet imagined 
possibilities within her relationship with her mother, Rendle-Short deploys Glory, a fictional 
character who navigates her way as a narrator and the conscience of the story.  Most of the 
time this seems to be Francesca, the daughter of Angel and John, while at other times Glory is 
the contemporary moral centre offering a perspective on an abnormal family history in which 
strident public Protestantism became bald ideology. 

Glory sees MotherJoy / Angel as an historical figure, a mother and a Christian activist whose 
idealism is misplaced, yet cannot be denied. In telling one’s personal history and in seeking then 
to engage in full disclosure, some details can only be told through the distanced eyes of the 
pained observer. Glory is such a figure.  

Glory forces herself to read the book, every word, and forces is the word, for with each 
syllable she hears MotherJoy’s voice reciting the words that her daughter is reading. 
Motherjoy is in Glory’ head. This book is such a difficult one to love, a difficult one 
through which to find a new way to love. Glory wants to get out, to escape. Instead, 
she’s stuck between the pages. As she reads, even to herself in silence, even late at 
night in bed when completely on her own, when she reads for herself (even in one of 
those orange, Penguin-cover T-shirts, the Lady Chatterley’s Lover version she was given 
as a joke by an ex-lover), it’s impossible not to hear her mother’s inflection, her diction, 
the pitch, the protest in her recitation. Impossible for Glory not to feel dirty herself… 
(63)  

Glory’s pain is clear to anyone who was raised in a Christian (or any) fundamentalist home, and 
left. Facing the demands of family history is a unique burden for those who have been caught in 
the net of uncompromised religious belief which operates as an immovable ideological 
construction. For Glory as for so many of us, there was never space for compromise. Martyrs 
were mythologized as the high achievers of belief, compromise was weakness. Burning those 
100 books was a good thing and took place under Angel’s supervision in the backyard of the 
Rendle-Short’s home in St. Lucia, a few hundred meters from The University of Queensland. 
Francesca recalls participating in this act with her mother with a combination of curiosity and 
horror.   

Glory helps Rendle-Short navigate her way through these memories of fundamentalism, in 
order to provide some distance between herself as the contemporary author and the feelings 
she had and now has for her mother. These emotions are complicated by the fact that her 
mother is always her mother.  

There are things an author/biographer must admit about one’s inner self, because this form of 
disclosure is required to qualify for “authorship,” and because it is in the explication of the 
parent-child relationships that human nature is revealed. Francesca, having rejected Christian 
fundamentalism and become the liberal-minded secularist, could adopt hatred as the reactive 
position. However, the strength of this book is that it is a dedicated investigation of her filial 
attachment, of love, in its remembered messiness. As such it is not helpful to the civilizing role 



of literary or critical work to make hatred a singular tool of analysis, unless it is accompanied by 
the realization that the process of analysis also drives us to love.   

My love of this book is found in the disclosure of my shared experience with Francesca Rendle-
Short, her siblings and mine, whose pain and puzzlement characterised our oppression in 
fundamentalist families. I knew her as a child, as a young person and as she grew to be a young 
woman. I consider her a friend, although we rarely see each other now in our middle age. Her 
story is an important one, because it reflects the challenges many people have faced in religious 
households, where dysfunction was a way of life. Her literary approach offers a way of 
navigating through dark waters, offering an understanding of the process of her becoming, 
suggesting an empathy that can be drawn upon in navigating the history of our lives in more 
complex cultures.  

And the end is there as well. When Angel dies Glory starts afresh. There is a palpable sense of 
emergence from repression: “Something has finished today so something can start, on a 
beautiful late summer Queensland day too with the smell of frangipani in her hair, with the 
opening of a new book to follow – Glory hears a flutter of freshly opened pages, smells drying 
ink” (236).      

The images are importantly feminine and they should remain the domain of the author. Her 
skill at exploring her emotions is what she is sharing and celebrating in revealing her feelings 
about her mother’s death. Indeed, the significance of women writers can be seen in Bite Your 
Tongue, in the way writing describes the consciousness of the new self after the pain of 
difficult, unseemly families for women. I recalled French philosopher Helene Cixous, 
commenting in “When I do not write, it is as if I had died,” that “feminine writing” is a political 
act that aims “to let into writing all that has been forbidden” (52).  

To claim writing doesn’t brand sexual difference is to consider it like a simple 
manufactured object. As soon as you admit that it passes through the entire body, you 
are forced to acknowledge that it inscribes an instinctual economy or entirely different 
modes of expenditure or sensual pleasure. That women are in a particular proximity to 
everything of the “interior” order and corporeal gesture – of primary structures – is 
even less surprising than the fact that culturally we find ourselves to have been 
relegated to the domestic space (53). 

Inevitably, the kind of confessional writing in Bite Your Tongue operates to expose the multiple 
layers of meaning that must be unearthed in a retelling of one’s upbringing, as a woman. For 
those women raised in fundamentalist homes, the layers of experience are often painful signs 
of the past, even disgrace. The challenge is accounting for each layer, then subtracting the 
detritus to expose what it now means to experience the joy of emancipation. Full knowledge is 
impossible. Given the hazy starkness of memory and hindsight, the tongue does its best to 
disclose whatever it can.  
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